1.Herculaneum and
Vesuvius

Discovery

Program:
Pick‐up from your
hotel
or
from
meeting point and
transfer to the port
of
Piano
di
Sorrento. Boarding
and departure to
Castellammare di
Stabia’s
port.
Transfer
by
minicoach
to
Herculaneum and visit of ruins with the assistance of a licensed guide. Free time for lunch. In the afternoon
departure to Vesuvius Volcano to visit the crater with the help of a guide. Transfer from Vesuvius by coach
to Castellammare di Stabia. Return to Sorrento by boat. Drop off in hotel or meeting point.
Time: approximately 8 hours.
Price:
Adults: Euro 69,00
The price includes:
 Transfer by boat from port of Piano di Sorrento to Castellammare di Stabia’s port and return
 Private transportation by minicoach in small groups of maximum 18 / 28 people
 Hotel or meeting point collect at accorded time and drop‐off on the return
 Authorized English‐speaking guide during the visit
 Professional driver
 Pack lunch ( sandwich and bottle of water )
The price does not include:
 The entrance fee to Herculaneum ruins, which is € 11,00 p.p.
 The entrance fee to the National Park of Vesuvius which is € 10,00 p.p.
 Personal extras
Do not forget: camera, comfortable shoes, k‐way, passport.
Day: Monday, Wednesday and Saturday from 16th April to 15th October, 2016.

2.Herculaneum and Ravello
Flavours

Program:
Pick‐up from your hotel or from meeting point and transfer to the port of Piano di Sorrento. Boarding and
departure to Castellammare di Stabia’s port. Transfer by minicoach to Herculaneum and visit of ruins with
the assistance of a licensed guide. Free time for lunch. In the afternoon departure to Ravello by coach. Visit
the Historical center, Cathedral (external ) and Villa Rufolo with the help of a guide. Return in Sorrento by
minicoach and drop off in hotel or meeting point.
Time: approximately 8 hours.
Price:
Adults: Euro 75,00
The price includes:
 Transfer by boat from port of Piano di Sorrento to Castellammare di Stabia’s port
 Private transportation by minicoach in small groups of maximum 18 / 28 people
 Hotel or meeting point collect at accorded time and drop‐off on the return
 Authorized English‐speaking guide during the visit
 Professional driver
 Pack lunch ( sandwich and bottle of water )
The price does not include:
 The entrance fee to Herculaneum ruins, which is € 11,00 p.p.
 The entrance fee to Villa Rufolo, which is € 5,00 p.p.
 Personal extras
Do not forget: camera, comfortable shoes, k‐way, passport.
Day: Monday, Wednesday and Saturday from 16th April to 15th October, 2016.

3.Pompeii and Ravello Escape

Program:
Pick‐up from your hotel or from meeting point and transfer to the port of Piano di Sorrento. Boarding and
departure to Castellammare di Stabia’s port. Transfer by coach to Pompeii and visit of ruins with the
assistance of a licensed guide. Free time for lunch. In the afternoon departure to Ravello by minicoach. Visit
the Historical center, Cathedral ( external ) and Villa Rufolo with the help of a guide. Return to Sorrento and
drop off in hotel or meeting point.
Time: approximately 8 hours.
Price:
Adults: Euro 75,00
The price includes:
 Transfer by boat from port of Piano di Sorrento to Castellammare di Stabia’s port
 Private transportation by minicoach in small groups of maximum 18 / 28 people
 Hotel or meeting point collect at accorded time and drop‐off on the return
 Authorized English‐speaking guide during the visit
 Professional driver
 Pack lunch ( sandwich and bottle of water )
The price does not include:
 The entrance fee to Pompeii ruins, which is € 13,00 p.p.
 The entrance fee to Villa Rufolo, which is € 5,00 p.p.
 Personal extras
Do not forget: camera, comfortable shoes, k‐way, passport.
Day: Monday, Wednesday and Saturday from 16th April to 15th October, 2016.

4.Pompeii
boat

and Vesuvius

by

Pick‐up from your hotel or from meeting point and transfer to the port of Piano di Sorrento. Boarding
and departure to Castellammare di Stabia’s port. Transfer by coach to Pompeii and visit of the ruins with
the assistance of a licensed guide. Free time for the lunch. In the afternoon departure to Mount Vesuvius
to visit the crater with the help of a guide. Transfer from Vesuvius by coach to Castellammare di Stabia.
Departure by boat to Sorrento and drop off in hotel or meeting point.
Time: approximately 8 hours.
Price:
Adults € 69,00
The price includes: Pick‐up from / to the port, Transfers to / from Pompeii and Vesuvius, Snack, Drinks
(water), Authorized guide for the ruins of Pompeii ruins, Authorized mountain guide for the visit of Vesu‐
vius, Assistance on board.
The price does not include the entrance fee to the ruins of Pompeii, which is € 13,00 p.p. and the
entrance fee to the National Park of Vesuvius, which is € 10.00 p.p
Do not forget: sunscreen ‐ camera ‐ comfortable shoes ‐ k‐way ‐ passport.
Day: Every day from 15th April to 15th October.

5.Minicruise : Capri

Wonders

Pick‐up from your hotel or from meeting point and transfer to Massa Lubrense’s port. Boarding on
comfortable boat and departure to Capri. Cruise around the island. Many stops near: White and Green
Grotto, Blue Grotto* (entrance fee not included in the excursion price ‐ € 13,00 p.p.), Natural Arch, Villa
Curzio Malaparte, Faraglioni, the Lighthouse “Punta Carena”.
* ( To enable us to comply with all the stages of the tour, stopping to visit the Blue Grotto will be
maximum 30 minutes, sea conditions permitting.)
Free Time in Capri: 5 hours at your disposal to visit yourself the Blue Island
Departure from Capri to Sorrento.
Return to the port of Massa Lubrense and transfer to hotel.
Time: Full Day – Departure at h. 9.00 a.m. / Return at h. 5.00‐6.00 p.m.
The price includes: Pick‐up to / from the port, Professional skipper, English speaking assistant on board,
Do not forget: swimsuit ‐ beach towel ‐ sunscreen ‐ camera.
Days: Everyday
From 15th April until 31st October 2016
Price:
Adults € 45,00 + € 5,00 for transfer

6.Minicruise : Amalfi
Pearls

Coast’s

Pick‐up from your hotel or from meeting point and transfer to the port of Massa Lubrense, boarding on
comfortable boat and departure to Amalfi. Cruise along Massa Lubrense’s Coast, Mitigliano Bay, Punta
Campanella’s Marine Reserve, Ieranto Bay, Crapolla Fiord, Li Galli Islands, Positano, Amalfi.
Stop and visit of Amalfi: Duomo Church and Paradise Closter (entrance fee € 3,00 p.p.),
Stop and visit of Positano: Duomo Church ( free entrance ) and surround streets with exclusive shops
and Restaurants
Free Time in Amalfi: 3 hours at your disposal to visit yourself the ancient city of Amalfi Coast.
Free Time in Positano: 1 hour and half at your disposal to visit yourself the Pearl of Amalfi Coast.
Departure from Positano to Sorrento.
Return to the port of Massa Lubrense and transfer to hotel.
Time: Full Day – Departure at h. 10.00 a.m. / Return at h. 5.00‐6.00 p.m.
The price includes: Pick‐up to / from the port, Professional skipper, English speaking assistant on board,
Do not forget: swimsuit ‐ beach towel ‐ sunscreen ‐ camera.
Days: Saturday, Sunday and Tuesday.
From 01st May until 15th October 2016
Price:
Adults € 45,00 + € 5,00 for transfer

7.ISCHIA SPA & GARDENS

Program:
Ischia with its magnificent flora, is known as the Green Island. This volcanic island is dominated by Mount
Epomeo: Our tour starts in Sorrento port with a 50 minute jetfoil crossing of the Bay of Naples to Ischia. On
arrival, there is a tour of the island, with a stop at the Belvedere to admire the magnificent view over the
Citara bay and S. Angelo about 12.30 p.m. Free time for lunch. The visit will continue with the famous
Mortella’s Gardens, run by Susanna Walton, the widow of the English composer, William Walton who came
to live on Ischia in 1949. There are more than 3000 types of plants in the garden, and there are also
fountains and pools with aquatic plants. Departure from S. Angelo for Ischia port is at 16.00, where as
departure from the Gardens is at 16.40. Departure for Sorrento at 17.20.
Time: approximately 8 hours.
Price:
Adults: Euro 80,00
The price includes:
 Pick‐up from your hotel or from meeting point and transfer to the port of Sorrento.
 Hydrofoil from Sorrento to Ischia and return.
 Private transportation in Ischia Island
 Hotel or meeting point collect at accorded time and drop‐off on the return
 Authorized English‐speaking guide during the visit
The price does not include:
 The entrance fee to Mortella Gardens, which is € 13,00 p.p.
 Personal extras
Do not forget: camera, comfortable shoes, k‐way, passport.
Day: Thursday from 02nd May to 30th October, 2016.

8.Capri Explorer select by boat

Pick‐up from your hotel with transfer to the port of Piano di Sorrento or Sorrento.
Departure to Capri.
Suggested stops in Sorrento Coast: Bagni della Regina Giovanna, Marciano and Mitigliano Bay (with free
time for swimming and snorkeling).
Suggested stops in Capri: White and Green Grotto (with free time for swimming and snorkeling), Blue
Grotto* (entrance ticket not included ‐ € 13,00 p.p.), Port of Marina Grande with a stop of 4/5 hours to
explore the island of Capri.
*To enable us to comply with all the stages of the tour, stop to visit the Blue Grotto will be maximum
30 minutes, sea conditions permitting.
Suggested visits in Capri: Marvelous cave, Natural Arch, Villa Curzio Malaparte, Faraglioni, the
Lighthouse “Punta Carena”.
Departure from Capri to Piano di Sorrento or Sorrento.
Happy hour ‐ tasting limoncello.
Return to the port of Piano di Sorrento or Sorrento harbour and transfer to hotel.
Time: approximately 8 hours.
The price includes: Pick‐up to / from the port, Snack, Drinks (beer‐wine‐coke‐diet coke‐water),
Equipment for snorkeling, Assistance.
Do not forget: swimsuit ‐ beach towel ‐ sunscreen ‐ camera ‐ passport.
Maximum 10/12 people on board.
Price:

€ 90,00 ( june, September, October )
€ 100,00 ( july & august )

Day: Everyday from 01st April to 31st October, 2016.

9.Caserta Royal Experience

Program:
Pick‐up from your hotel or from meeting point and transfer by minicoach to Caserta. Guided visit of Royal
Apartments and Gardens of Royal Palace. Free time for lunch. In the afternoon departure to Casertavecchia
and visit the historical center of medieval village. In the afternoon departure to Sorrento. Drop off in hotel
or meeting point.
Time: approximately 8 hours.
Prices:
Adults: € 75,00
The price includes:
 Private transportation by minicoach in small groups of maximum 18 / 28 people
 Hotel or meeting point collect at accorded time and drop‐off on the return
 Authorized English‐speaking guide during the visit
 Professional driver
 Pack lunch ( sandwich and bottle of water )
The price does not include:
 The entrance fee to Royal Palace of Caserta, which is € 12,00 p.p. (for citizens of the European
community, from 0 to 17 years, entrance is free of charge, from 18 to 24 years the ticket is reduced
of the 50%).
 Earphones for the visit required
 Personal extras
Do not forget: camera, comfortable shoes, k‐way, passport.
Day: Sunday and Thursday from 07th April to 30th October, 2016.

10.Naples and Solfatara Volcano

Program:
Pick‐up from your hotel or from meeting point and transfer by minicoach to Phlegrean Fields and visit to
Solfatara Volcano and Flavius Amphitheater. Departure to Naples. Free time for lunch. In the afternoon
panoramic view of the city and visit of Royal Palace, St. Francis of Paola’s church, Umberto 1st Gallery, San
Carlo Theater ( external ) and Maschio Angioino Castle ( external ) with the assistance of a licensed guide.
Departure to Sorrento. Drop off in hotel or meeting point.
Time: approximately 8 hours.
Prices:
Adults: € 75,00
The price includes:
 Private transportation by minicoach in small groups of maximum 18 / 28 people
 Hotel or meeting point collect at accorded time and drop‐off on the return
 Authorized English‐speaking guide during the visit
 Professional driver
 Pack lunch ( sandwich and bottle of water )
The price does not include:
 The entrance fee to Solfatara Volcano, which is € 7,00 p.p.
 The entrance fee to Flavius Amphitheater in Pozzuoli, which is € 4,00 p.p.
 The entrance fee to Royal Palace, which is € 4,00 p.p.
 Personal extras
Do not forget: camera, comfortable shoes, k‐way, passport.
Day: Sunday from 10th April to 30th October, 2016.

11.Amalfi Experience

Program:
Departure from your hotel to Positano. First stop to capture one of the most beautiful landscape in the
world. Arrival in Positano to visit the little town with a profound artistic inspiration (1 hour stop). Departure
to Amalfi, driving through the beautiful villages of Praiano, Furore and Conca dei Marini. Stop at Amalfi, the
original town of hand‐made paper production (2 hours stop). Stop at Ravello, a magic land as described by
the most noted travelers and elected “a Spiritual Homeland” (1 hour stop). Departure from Ravello to
Sorrento. Back at your hotel.
Price:
Adults € 70,00
Time: Approximately 8 hours.
The price includes:
Private transportation by minicoach in small groups of maximum 18 / 28 people
Snack (vegetarian sandwich cheese and tomatoes);
Drinks (beer ‐ coke ‐ water);
Professional Driver;
English speaking assistant on board.
Suggested Visits (not included):
Positano: Beach ‐ Art Galleries ‐ Ceramic shops “Moda Positano” Fashion style shops;
Amalfi: Paradise Closter (3 €)‐ Hand‐made Paper museum (4 €) ‐ Boat trip, 45 minutes, along the Amalfi
coast (15 €) or to the Emerald Grotto (5 €);
Ravello: Villa Rufolo (5 €) ‐ Villa Cimbrone (7 €) ‐ Cathedral S. Panthaléon.
Days: Everyday from 01st April to 31st October 2016
Do not forget: Passport, Camera, Sunscreen, Sun hat and comfortable shoes.

12.Naples Treasures

Eat and Pray

Program:
Pick‐up from your hotel or from meeting point and transfer by minicoach to Naples. The tour will lead you
to the historical centre, reaching Piazza del Gesù where you’ll have the chance to admire its two most
important churches: the Baroque Gesù Nuovo and the Romanic Santa Chiara. Visit of the Cappella San
Severo, the Veiled Christ and the Basilica of San Lorenzo Maggiore . Walking tour of San Gregorio Armeno ,
Naples Christmas Alley. Stop for lunch with a delicious pizza. In the afternoon walking tour with the
monumental square of Piazza del Plebiscito where you’ll have some free time at disposal to admire the
Royal Palace, the San Carlo Opera, the Galleria Umberto I, Piazza Trento e Trieste. Enjoy a typical
Neapolitan cake and coffee in the famous Bar Gambrinus. Departure to Sorrento. Drop off in hotel or
meeting point.
Price:
Adults € 75,00
Time: Approximately 8 hours.
The price includes :
Private transportation by minicoach in small groups of maximum 18 / 28 people
Lunch ( pizza and soft drinks included )
Drinks on board (beer ‐ coke ‐ water);
English speaking guide on board.
Snack ( typical Neapolitan cake sfogliatella and coffee )
Suggested Visits (not included):
Santa Chiara cloister (6 €) , The Veiled Christ (8 € ) Basilica San Lorenzo Maggiore ( 9 €)
Days: Monday & Thursday from 15th April to 15th October 2016
Do not forget: camera, comfortable shoes, k‐way, passport.

13.Amalfi Drive

Program:
The “Amalfi Drive” is said to be the most spectacular road in Europe and from Sorrento, the winding cliff
top road offers breathtaking panoramic views at every bend. Each spot is a world of its own, a fantastic
world which dazzles the imagination and inspires unforgettable impressions. First stop in Amalfi, which
gives its name to the whole coast on which it lies. Once a thriving Marine Republic, powerful and
prosperous and now a thriving holiday resort. The unmistakeable cluster of white tightly packed houses
rising up the hillside is dominated by the beautiful Cathedral, which stands superbly on the top of a great
flight of steps leading up from the main square. Housed in the magnificent Cathedral are the remains of the
Patron Saint of Amalfi and also Scotland – Saint Andrew. From Amalfi we visit Ravello, which nestles eleven
hundred feet above the sea in the hillside. We visit the Villa Rufolo which gave the musician Richard
Wagner the inspiration to create one of his most famous operas, Parsifal.
Price:
Adults € 38,00
The price includes:
 Private coach transportation maximum 50 pax
 Hotel or meeting point collect at accorded time and drop‐off on the return
 Authorized English‐speaking guide during the visit
 Professional driver
The price does not include:
 The entrance fee to Amalfi: Paradise Closter (3 €)‐ Hand‐made Paper museum (4 €) ‐ Boat trip, 45
minutes, along the Amalfi coast (15 €) or to the Emerald Grotto (5 €);
Ravello: Villa Rufolo (5 €) ‐ Villa Cimbrone (7 €) ‐ Cathedral S. Panthaléon.
 Lunch
 Personal extras
Do not forget: camera, comfortable shoes, k‐way, passport.
Day: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday from 02nd May to 30th October 2016.

14.Pompeii and Vesuvius
Program:

Pompeii holds an intense fascination for visitors today. Following the eruption of the volcano Mount
Vesuvius in the year 79 A.D., Pompeii lay buried and forgotten for hundreds of years. The town is high on
the list of the Wonders of the World and the excavations begun in the 18th Century are still being carried
out today. Our guide will take you slowly through some of the ancient streets of Pompeii where you can see
Baths, Forums and Villas built by the prosperous Romans in the year 80 B.C. Marvel at the fabulously
preserved Frescos which adorned the walls and floors of the Villas. Even if your interests do not lie in
history, this is an archaeological site that cannot fail to impress you. Mount Vesuvius dominates the Bay of
Naples. It is the only active volcano on the mainland of Europe. The slopes were once covered with
vineyards and woods and provided an innocent looking backdrop for the bustling town below. The coach
will take you to within 1.000 metres of the top of Vesuvius and from here you can walk to the very top and
admire the splendid panoramic views across the bay. (From the blackened crater rises a single plume of
smoke, a reminder that the volcano is only sleeping for now…)
Prices:
Adults € 47,00
The price includes:
 Private coach transportation maximum 50 pax
 Hotel or meeting point collect at accorded time and drop‐off on the return
 Authorized English‐speaking guide during the visit
 Professional driver
The price does not include:
 The entrance fee to the ruins of Pompeii, which is € 13,00 p.p. and the entrance fee to the National
Park of Vesuvius, which is € 10.00 p.p.
 Lunch
 Personal extras
Do not forget: camera, comfortable shoes, k‐way, passport.
Day: Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday from 02nd May to 30th October 2016.

15.Pompeii and Herculaneum

Program:
Full day guided excursion by coach, to the famous archaeological sites of Pompeii and Herculaneum.
Pompeii holds an intense fascination for visitors today. Following the eruption of the volcano Mount
Vesuvius in the year 79 A.D., Pompeii lay buried and forgotten for hundreds of years. The town is high on
the list of the Wonders of the World and the excavations begun in the 18th Century are still being carried
out today. Our guide will take you slowly through some of the ancient streets of Pompeii where you can see
Baths, Forums and Villas built by the prosperous Romans in the year 80 B.C. Marvel at the fabulously
preserved Frescos which adorned the walls and floors of the Villas. When the catastrophe of 79 A.D.
occurred Herculaneum was submerged under a torrent of mud and lava that hardened into a soft tufa (a
kind of course rock) that preserved many of the wooden parts of houses and household objects which can
be seen today. A large part of the town is still buried, and certainly many art treasures are still to be found.
Return to Sorrento in the afternoon.
Price:
Adults € 56,00
The price includes:
 Private coach transportation maximum 50 pax
 Hotel or meeting point collect at accorded time and drop‐off on the return
 Authorized English‐speaking guide during the visit
 Professional driver
The price does not include:
 The entrance fee to the ruins of Pompeii, which is € 13,00 p.p. and the entrance fee to the ruins of
Herculaneum, which is € 11.00 p.p.
 Lunch
 Personal extras
Do not forget: camera, comfortable shoes, k‐way, passport.
Day: Sunday from 02nd May to 30th October 2016.

16. Half day in Herculaneum

Program:
Our journey takes us along the coast road through Castellammare di Stabia and out along the motorway to
Herculaneum. Herculaneum was destroyed along with Pompei in 79 A.D., and was rediscovered in 1709. It
was a residential town without Pompeii’s commercial importance, surrounded by the villas of wealthy
Romans. When the catastrophe of 79 A.D. occurred Herculaneum was submerged under a torrent of mud
and lava that hardened into a soft tufa (a kind of course rock) that preserved many of the wooden parts of
houses and household objects which can be seen today. A large portion of old Herculaneum is still buried
under the modern town and even today excavations are going on to discover what treasures lie buried
under the rock.
Prices: € 36,00
The price includes:
 Private coach transportation maximum 50 pax
 Hotel or meeting point collect at accorded time and drop‐off on the return
 Authorized English‐speaking guide during the visit
 Professional driver
The price does not include:
 The entrance fee to the ruins of Herculaneum, which is € 11,00 p.p.
 Lunch
 Personal extras
Do not forget: camera, comfortable shoes, k‐way, passport.
Day: Wednesday from 02nd May to 30th October 2016.

17. Half day in Pompeii

Program:
Pompeii holds an intense fascination for visitors today. Following the eruption of the volcano Mount
Vesuvius in the year 79 A.D., Pompeii lay buried and forgotten for hundreds of years. The town is high on
the list of the Wonders of the World and the excavations begun in the 18th Century are still being carried
out today. Our guide will take you slowly through some of the ancient streets of Pompeii where you can see
Baths, Forums and Villas built by the prosperous Romans in the year 80 B.C. Marvel at the fabulously
preserved Frescos which adorned the walls and floors of the Villas. Even if your interests do not lie in
history, this is an archaeological site that cannot fail to impress you.
Price:
Adults € 36,00
The price includes:
 Private coach transportation maximum 50 pax
 Hotel or meeting point collect at accorded time and drop‐off on the return
 Authorized English‐speaking guide during the visit
 Professional driver
The price does not include:
 The entrance fee to the ruins of Pompeii, which is € 13,00 p.p.
 Lunch
 Personal extras
Do not forget: camera, comfortable shoes, k‐way, passport.
Day: Monday and Wednesday from 02nd May to 30th October 2016.

18. Half day in Vesuvius

Program:
Half‐day tour escorted by guide and by deluxe motor coach. Pick up from the hotels. Excursion by bus to
Mount Vesuvius up to 3.000 feet and then on foot to the crater. Visit of the Volcano. On return to Sorrento
we will be stopping to visit the Mineralogical Museum of Vico Equense.
Price:
Adults € 32,00
The price includes:
 Private coach transportation maximum 50 pax
 Hotel or meeting point collect at accorded time and drop‐off on the return
 Authorized English‐speaking guide during the visit
 Professional driver
The price does not include:
 The entrance fee to the National Park of Vesuvius, which is € 10.00 p.p.
 Lunch
 Personal extras
Do not forget: camera, comfortable shoes, k‐way, passport.
Day: Monday from 02nd May to 30th October 2016.

21.Tarantella Dinner Show

A funny and folkloristic show that will see a group of dancers as protagonists performing the typical
Neapolitan Tarantella and wearing the traditional clothes of the XIX century in one of the nicer locations of
Sorrento, the Kontatto Cafè Bar. The Tarantella as a popular dance is centred on the love of two young
people that overcomes all the difficulties ending in happiness and joy and it’s characterized by light and
quick steps to the rhythm of songs which have an erotic‐esoteric meaning. The clothes are hand‐sewn
following the ancient techniques using embroideries, bells, flounces. The musical instruments originate in
Italy such as the “Tamburello” and Neapolitan “Tricchebballacche”, or are of Spanish origin such as the
“Maracas” and songs and movements are performed without any modern revisiting. During the show you’ll
be involved in the dance and invited to sing and play the traditional instruments. While enjoying the show,
you’ll be served a typical dinner and taste the famous limoncello to turn your evening into a wonderful
memory!
Please note: Dinner is included. Drinks are not included.
INCLUDED IN YOUR EVENING
‐Meet at Kontatto Cafè Bar, in Lauro Square
‐Dinner based on starter, first meal such as gnocchi, lasagna or spaghetti, dessert and limoncello.
‐Tarantella show (approx. 2 hrs)
‐Finishing at approx. 11.00 pm
‐No pick up included.
Day: Wednesday from 20th April to 26th October, 2016.

Price: € 28,50

20.Cooking School in Sorrento

Cooking is a passion, an art a way to pamper our guest and satisfy our mind. Everyone can cook, but only
with a great teacher you can create unforgettable delights. Chef Carmen is one of the most talented chief
cook of all the Peninsula; she is a trained Master Chef with many years of experience and passion. Her
dishes will conquer your palate, and what’s more you could learn her secrets to share with your guest and
your family in a moment of culinary enjoyment. The school was featured in the American Food Network’s
“Recipe for Success”, as one of the most successful cooking vacation in the South of Italy and is considered
to be a leader in the field of cooking vacations ! We have carefully designed different food experiences to
meet all your needing; in fact the lesson is specially designed to assist you to quickly and easily learn our
secrets to prepare an authentic Neapolitan meal. The class is hands‐on, so you will be doing all the
preparation, cooking alongside Chef Tonino in a comfortable and homely atmosphere. This intimate
experience will create friendship, laughter, and what’s more important long lasting trip memories ! All the
dishes are made only with the most genuine and fresh ingredients and we follow typical recipes that have
been handed down for many generations. The Class lasts approximately 4 hours and is followed by either
lunch or dinner based on the lesson’s subject.
Menù will be composed by:
‐ Appetizer and welcome prosecco cocktail
‐ Fresh pasta ( gnocchi or ravioli)
‐ Meat, fish or parmigiana for vegetarian guests
‐ Dessert
We will have a gluten free option as well as replacements for guests with allergies.
Please advise us and the Chef in case you need special meals, we will be more than happy to assist your
requests !
Operating on the following days : every day on request.
Operating hours:
‐ If you choose the option with the LUNCH the lesson will begin at 10:00 a.m.
‐ If you choose the option with the DINNER the lesson will begin at 05:00 p.m.
Day: Every day from 15th April to 15th October.

Price: € 80,00

19.Amalfi Coast Last Call

Catch the Amalfi Coast "Last call": decide at last minute, save and join with us !!!!
Program:
Pick‐up from Sorrento Train Station and boarding on our mini coach and ride together through the twisty
roads of the enchanting Amalfi Drive. During the ride we'll make several panoramic stops in order to allow
you to take some pictures of the breathtaking views that characterizes the wonders of Amalfi Coast. Once
in Positano, you'll have 1 hour and half of free time at your disposal to explore this amazing little coastal
town. Later on, in Amalfi, you'll have other 2 hours of free time to explore what was once considered one
of the most important Maritime Republic in Italy. Free time for lunch.
In the afternoon return to Sorrento and drop off at the train station.
Price:
Adults € 32,00
The price includes:
 Private coach transportation maximum 35 pax
 Sorrento train station meeting point collect at accorded time and drop‐off on the return
 Authorized English‐speaking Hostess
 Professional driver
The price does not include:
 The entrance fee to Amalfi: Paradise Closter (3 €)‐ Hand‐made Paper museum (4 €) ‐ Boat trip, 45
minutes, along the Amalfi coast (15 €) or to the Emerald Grotto (5 €);
 Lunch
 Personal extras
Do not forget: camera, comfortable shoes, k‐way, passport.
Day: Everyday from 01st April to 31th October 2016.

